
CRITICAL THINKING GAMES FOR TODDLERS

Favorite preschool critical thinking activities from a mom of six kids to get kids Just join the game of 'Who can say
â€œNo, meâ€• the loudest', and maybe they will.

Taking a moment to form hypotheses during play is a critical thinking exercise that helps develop skills. Learn
about the brain building basics and discover activities that help foster brain development in your infant,
toddler, preschooler, and pre-kindergartner. Testing how things work informally is crucial to developing
critical thinking. By providing indoor and outdoor space for playing, along with time for pretend play , you
provide open-ended opportunities for your child to try something and see the reaction; and then to try
something else and see if he can create a different reaction. Taking time to allow your child to navigate
problems is integral to developing your child's critical thinking skills in the long run. Tell me why you think
that. Come up with a quirky story title or theme and let the fun begin! More on This Topic Get ideas for
enhancing the way your children engage with science, technology, engineering, and math. Don't intervene
immediately. What happens if I drop a spoon over and over again off the side of a high chair tray or roll two
marbles down a chute at the same time? These hands-on experiences provide an integral foundation for later
abstract critical thinking. It is during play that children explore cause and effect. Try asking your child, "If we
do this, what do you think will happen? At these times, it is helpful to model your own critical thinking. There
are many variations of memory games you can play at home : simple matching activity for younger children,
increase or decrease complexity by changing the number of elements. Instead, try counting to , or even longer,
and observe what your child is doing before stepping in. Pause and wait. As challenging as it may be, avoid
completing or doing the task for your child. Ask open-ended questions. Rather than automatically giving
answers to the questions your child raises, help him think critically by asking questions in return: "What ideas
do you have? They help increase confidence, refine brainstorming abilities, improve learning and observation,
improve decision-making and spontaneity. What do you think is happening here?


